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Big Picture  Worked with statistics for a while, which we will visit again in another 
Unit. For now we will discuss probability in some light detail. We will link 
Probability back to statistics with Normal Distributive Curve.   

Context of this 
Lessons 

Experimental Probability which will lead to the many tenants of 
probability eventually leading to Normal Distribution.  

To Do Today!  
-‐ Task 0: Tack Problem Recap 

-‐ Task 1: Relative Frequency 

-‐ Task 2: Data 

-‐ Task 3: Visualizing this stuff  

-‐ Task 4: Practice 

Task 0: Opening Problem and Discussion 

 
 

Whole Class Data 

   
.375 .4716 .1534 
.3825 .48 .13 
.33 .501 .169 
.37 .46 .17 
Total Trials: 3730 
 
Probability Vocabulary 
 

• trial –  
 

o a trial in the TACK experiment was      
o the number of trials in the TACK experiment was       
 

• outcome –  
 

o the possible outcomes in the TACK experiment were      
o the most common outcome in my TACK experiment was      

 
• frequency –  
 

o the frequency of “back back” in the TACK experiment was      
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o the frequency of Back Side in the TACK experiment was      
o the frequency of Side Side in the TACK experiment was      

 
• relative frequency –  
 

o another term for “relative frequency” is ___________________________ 
o the relative frequency of EACH OUTCOME WAS?  

1. F(A) = 
2. F(B) = 
3. F(C) =  

 
• experimental probability –  
 

o notation and examples:       
 

 
• theoretical probability –  

 
o notation and examples:  

 
• sample space –  

 
notation and examples: 
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Task 1: Experimental Probability  
 

 
 
Here is an example of Experimental 
Probability. You take the two a cone 
like the one pictured and toss into the 
air 279 times. 183 Times it landed on it’s 
side and 96 times it landed on it’s base.  

 
How many Trials are there in this 
experiment?  

What are the different possible 
outcomes outcomes?  
 
 

Frequency of Outcome A.  
 
 

Frequency of Outcome B.  
 

Relative Frequency of Outcome A 
 
 
.  

Relative Frequency of Outcome B 
 
 

P(A) =  
 
 
 
 

P(B) =  

If we did this experiment again, 10,000 times, how many times would we expect 
the cone to land on It’s base? Show Work Please ☺  
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Task 2: DATA DATA DATA 
PULLING PROBABILIYT FROM DATA!  
NEED RELATIVE FREQUENCIES ☺  
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Task 3: SAMPLE SPACE AND VISUALIZATION 
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Task 4: Some Practice 25 MINUTES… GO 
1. Roll an even number on one roll of a die.  
2. Roll an odd number on one roll of a die.  
3. Roll a prime number on one roll of a die.  
4. Roll an odd prime number on one roll of a die.  
5. Roll an odd prime number greater than 4 on one roll of a die.  
6. Roll an even prime number greater than 4 on one roll of a die.  
7. Roll an odd prime number or a multiple of 2 on one roll of a die.  
8. Roll an odd prime number and a multiple of 2 on one roll of a die.  
9. Roll a total of 8 on one roll of 2 dice.  
10. Roll a total of 18 on one roll of 2 dice.  
11. Roll a total that is a prime number on one roll of two dice.  
12. Roll a total that is a prime number or a multiple of 5 on one roll of two dice.  
13. Toss heads on one flip of a coin.  
14. Toss heads or tails on one flip of a coin.  
15. Toss 3 heads on three flips of a coin.  
16. Toss 3 heads on five flips of a coin.  
17. Toss at least 3 heads on five flips of a coin.  
18. Toss less than 1 tail on eight flips of a coin.  
19. Toss no more than 1 tail on eight flips of a coin.  
20. Toss at most 1 tail on eight flips of a coin.  
21. Toss no less than 1 tail on eight flips of a coin.  
22. Toss more than 1 tail on eight flips of a coin.  
23. Draw a red card from a standard deck of playing cards.  
24. Draw a red face card from a standard deck of playing cards.  
25. Draw a black prime number from a standard deck of playing cards.  
26. Draw a diamond from a standard deck of playing cards.  
27. Draw the ace of spades from a standard deck of playing cards.  
28. Draw any card other than a club from a standard deck of playing cards.  
29. Draw a card used to make a royal flush from a standard deck of playing cards.  
30. Draw a red card or a black card from a standard deck of playing cards.  
31. Draw a red card or a card less than 7 from a standard deck of playing cards.  
32. Draw a heart greater than 8 that is not a face card from a standard deck of playing cards.  
33. Spin an even number on a 1-to-8 spinner.  
34. Spin a prime number less than 7 on a 1-to-10 spinner.  
35. Spin an odd prime number less than 7 on a 1-to-12 spinner.  
36. Spin a positive integer on a 1-to-6 spinner.  
37. Pull a green sock from a drawer containing 4 black, 3 red, and 2 green socks.  
38. Pull a blue sock from a drawer containing 4 black, 3 red, and 2 green socks.  
39. Pull a red or a black sock from a drawer containing 4 black, 3 red, and 2 green socks.  
40. Randomly choose a vowel from the letters in the phrase, "The Seahawks are better than the 
Eagles."  
41. Rain falls when a 40% chance of rain is forecast.  
42. No rain falls when a 70% chance of rain is forecast.  
43. A month with a prime number of letters in its name is randomly chosen from the months after 
April. 
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TASK 5: HW 4.2 
 
 
 


